Interviewing the

Stars

Interview by: Ahmed Talaat

“Beat Mandli,
because when I saw
him during flat work
I felt that I don't
know how to ride
horses”
Sameh Hatab
Team during the summer camp in Germany: from left to right - Chuba, Mohamed Sabri, Panni, Mano,
Chuba’s wife, Alaa Maysara, Sameh Hattab, Mahmoud Khalifa, Ahmed Talaat, and Mohamed Ragab.

"Shoot for the moon. even if you miss, you'll land among the stars." -Les Brown; and that's
indeed where they all stand now; they are all stars in the Egyptian equestrian young generation.
Sameh Hatab, Alaa Mayssara, Mohamed Ragab, Mohamed Sabri, and Mohamed Elboraai were
all part of the Egyptian team which traveled to Germany and participated in a summer training
camp. We wish them luck in their quest and we are all proud of where they stand now. That was
the reason why Mr. Ahmed Talaat, a young talent in course designing, came up with the idea of
interviewing them during the summer training camp in Europe. The interview went as follows:
1. What is your feed back and impression coming
back from the summer training camp?

Mohamed Sabri: Ahmed Bassiouni and Shadi Ashraf
Mohamed Elboraai: Ahmed Bassiouni and Shadi Ashraf

Sameh Hatab: I think that it was very good mileage for me
and at the end of the trip I made good results.

4. Who is your role model?

Alaa Mayssara: It was very good and very successful for me.

Sameh Hatab: Markus Fuchs, because he has the spirit
of winning.

Mohamed Ragab: It was very good for me, but I couldn't
compete in the last 2 shows because I started my college.

Alaa Mayssara: No comment

Mohamed Sabri: I got very good mileage in this trip

Mohamed Ragab: Ludger beerbaum

Mohamed Elboraai: It was ok!!!

Mohamed Sabri: Ludger Beerbaum and karim Hamdi
Mohamed Elboraai: John Whitaker

2. How would you evaluate the training during the
trip?
Sameh Hatab: I think we need to learn more in flat work
Alaa Mayssara: It is not enough.

5. Choose one person to spend the day with during
your training? And tell us why you chose him?

Mohamed Ragab: No comment

Sameh Hatab: Beat Mandli, because when I saw him during flat work I felt that I don't know how to ride horses.

Mohamed Sabri: We need better training

Alaa Mayssara: No comment

Mohamed Elboraai: It was more management than training

Mohamed Ragab: Sameh Hatab because he is a very good
friend and he is very honest with me

3.Who is the best junior rider in your opinion?
Sameh Hatab: Islam Amr Eid
Alaa Mayssara: Islam Amr Eid
Mohamed Ragab: Islam Amr Eid

Mohamed Sabri: Nelson Pessoa to teach me all the tricks in
this game.
Mohamed Elboraai: Mohamed Ragab because he is a very
good friend.
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